
PREDLOGI ZA POLOŽAJ IN KRAJ 

1. Dopolni s prevodi.  

English ON  UNDER  BETWEEN  NEXT 

TO 

 

Slovene  V  ZA(DAJ)  PRED  BLIZU 

2. Dopolni besedilo z on, in, under, behind, between, in front of, next to in near.  

I like my room. It's comfortable and it's got all I need. But I think there are too many 

toys ____________ (v) my room! Some of them are ____________ (za) the door so 

nobody could see them! Two walls are white and two are yellow. There is a desk 

____________ (pod) the window and there is a bookshelf ____________ (na) the wall. 

There are many books ____________ (na) the shelf and there are some 

____________ (na) the desk too. ____________ (pred) the desk there is a chair. A 

waste-paper basket is ____________ (zraven) the desk and the bed is ____________ 

(blizu) the desk. The wardrobe is ____________ (med) the bed and the door.  

3. Poglej sliki sobe v učbeniku na straneh 49 in 178 in dopolni povedi s 

predlogi za položaj in kraj.   

The coat is ____________ the bag and the armchair in picture A, but it's 

____________ the wardrobe in picture B.  

The cats are ____________ the armchair in picture A, but they're everywhere in picture 

B. One cat is ____________ the basket and two of them are ____________ the 

shelves.  

The computer is ____________ the desk in picture A, but it's ____________ the 

cupboard in picture B.  

The birdcage is ____________ the wardrobe in picture A, but it's ____________ the 

armchair in picture B.  

The hair-drier in ________________ the wardrobe in picture A, but there isn't a hair-

drier in picture B.  

The globe is ____________ the cupboard and the cupboard is ____________ the bed 

in picture A. The globe is ___________ the wardrobe in picture B. 

The hat is ____________ the wardrobe, ____________ the shelf in picture A. It's 

____________ the armchair in picture B.  

4. Oglej si učilnico in tekmuj s sošolci, kdo zapiše več povedi o stvareh v 

učilnici in kje se nahajajo. 

5. Primer: The board is on the wall. / There is a board on the wall.  


